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The Clinical Research 2020 Organizing panel is committed towards the assemblage of International Conference on Applied Clinical 

Research Technology scheduled to take place from May 15-16, 2020 at Edinburgh, Scotland. 

 

Clinical Research 2020 is a great way to learn new skills, get 

inspired by successful Clinical Research entrepreneurs and 

master trainers and build a great network of fellow professionals. 

One of the big draws for a clinical researcher professional in 

attending this conference is the opportunity to earn Continuing 

Medical Education (CMEs). CMEs are required by accredited 

organizations to maintain a person’s competency and 

certification in their chosen area of clinical research. 

 
The Conference is aimed to with the ultimate intention to focus 

making an interpretation of clinical research advances into 

human benefits and to address current trends for better future. 

With individuals from around the globe concentrated on learning 

about clinical research and its advances, this is your best chance 

to achieve the biggest amalgamation of members from the 

partnered areas. 

 

Clinical Research 2020 Conference is the commencement of 

exploring the different paths to utilize various resources for 

upliftment of the future, assuring a better tomorrow for the 

generations to follow. Edinburgh Clinical Research 2020 

Conference is expected to be one the best scientific conferences 

in world in the coming years. The scientific sessions in this 

International Scientific Colloquy have been framed on vivacious 

topics such as Clinical Research, Nursing, Technology, 

Medicine and the event will consist of well-organized scientific 

program and effervescent speeches by the expertise. 

 

Scotland Clinical Research 2020 Conference sets the 

right track for the researchers and professionals to gather and 

confer around new medical science developments and 

applications. The primary goal of the conference is to promote 

research and developmental activities in Clinical Research and 

Technology. Also, the other motto of this grand event is to 

promote scientific information interchange between researchers, 

engineers, developers, students and practitioners working 

worldwide. The conference will be held at regular intervals to 

make it the best platform for all the attendees to share views and 

experiences in Clinical Research and related areas. 

 

Besides having a fruitful conference, you shall relish the scenic 

beauty of this lovely city, Edinburgh as it is the home to many 

several number of cultural attractions, which includes Edinburgh 

Castle and the Royal Mile, Loch Lomond, Cruising Loch Ness 

and the Caledonian Canal, The Royal Yacht Britannia, etc., 

Exploring Scotland by boat, on foot along its trails, on scenic 

train rides, or touring by car, and each will lead to unforgettable 

experiences. History prevails everywhere as you come across 

this great city especially in castles and fabled battlefields, literary 

trails blazed by Robbie Burns and Sir Walter Scott. 

Be a part of this grand event by soliciting your precious time 

by enrolling yourself through submitting your abstract at 

http://clinicalresearch.alliedacademies.com/abstract-

submission 

As this is the first edition of this series, there is no past 

conference photos. 

For queries contact: 

Tim David | Program manager 

E: clinicalresearch@alliedtalk.com / 

clinicalresearch@alliedforums.org 

Call us @ +442037691755 

Whatsapp @ +441258650017 
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